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Abstract. This paper presents performance and figures-of-merit of fiber optic interferometric
accelerometers and seismometers using flexural disk, mandrel, and fluid filled transducers.
Flexural disk devices having sensitivities of 50 radians/g and operating bandwidths to 2 kHz
have been reported. This sensitivity corresponds to a minimum detectable signal of 20
nano-g/~/Hz for a system demodulation noise floor of 1 micro-radiard~/Hz.

INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes and compares fiber optic transducers that rely on
interferometry to detect strains produced in underwater applications using flexural
disks, mandrels, and fluid-filled cases. The fiber optic interferometer is used as a
strain gauge and configured on the transducer which produces a strain proportional
to an applied displacement, acceleration, or pressure. The performance
comparisons in this paper are limited to three interferometric sensors that have been
designed to operate as acoustic motion or pressure gradient sensors and reported in
the open literature.
P R E S S U R E - G R A D I E N T A N D A C O U S T I C M O T I O N SENSORS
Underwater acoustic sensors having dimensions small compared to the acoustic
wavelength respond directly to the acoustic pressure and exhibit a monopole (or
omnidirectional) sensitivity response. These devices are referred to as
omnidirectional hydrophones. The pressure-gradient hydrophone responds to the
spatial gradient in pressure acting across the sensor element and is characterized by
a dipolar receiving response. The pressure-gradient hydrophone signal is
dependent on the direction of the incident acoustic pressure wave. A method of
realizing a pressure-gradient sensor (or directional hydrophone) is to use two
omnidirectional elements separated by a known distance.
An alternative and more common method to detect pressure gradients is to use a
sensor which responds directly to particle acceleration (e.g. accelerometer) which in
the free field is proportional to the pressure gradient. This is predicted by Euler's
inviscid force equation
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-Vp = p[---~ + (u . V)~] ,

(1)

in the limit of small acoustic Mach number where the nonlinear term (~. V)~ is
negligible and the linear invisid equation of continuity is valid, i.e.
- V p _=_p

,

(2)

where p is the pressure in the fluid, p is the mean density, and u is the particle
velocity.
A near neutrally buoyant device which measures the acoustic particle acceleration
in a liquid may also be termed a pressure gradient hydrophone. We also refer to
this style of directional sensor as an acoustic motion sensor. Acoustic motion
sensors used for the measurement of mechanical or acoustic particle motion (e.g.
displacement, velocity, or acceleration) fall into two basic categories. Those which
make a measurement with respect to some fixed point in space (fixed reference
instruments) and those which make measurements relative to a seismic inertial
reference. In many applications a fixed reference is not available and a mass-spring
system (simple harmonic oscillator) is used with the inertial properties of the mass
providing a reference. The acceleration induced strain may be detected by
piezoelectric, piezoresistive, or fiber optic interferometric techniques. In
seismometers, the displacement induced strain may be detected with a capacitor or
inductive displacement sensing element. In conventional velocity sensors or
geophones, the rate of change in displacement is commonly detected by
electrodynamic techniques. Such inertial instruments based on simple harmonic
oscillators that operate above the natural frequency are also called seismic
transducers or seismometers.
The distinction between seismometers (displacement sensors and electrodynarnic
velocity sensrs or geophones) and accelerometers is frequency dependence. For
sinusoidal excitation, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration are related in
magnitude by integer powers of the frequency of excitation,

Io~(t )l = colu( t )l = m2[~(t)[

(3)

where, c0=2nf is the circular frequency, c~ is the acceleration, and ~ is the
displacement. Seismic motion devices are similar in that each is fundamentally a
simple harmonic oscillator system distinguished by the frequency range of
operation. A generic seismic sensor is depicted in figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of a generic acoustic motion seismic instrument.
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The equation of motion of the seismic instrument is
m~ + rD + ka = mj~

(4)

where m is the seismic mass, 8 is the relative displacement between the mass and
foundation, r is the mechanical resistance of the system, k is the spring stiffness,
and Z is the displacement of the foundation. The steady state solution to (4) is

(co)2
~___~o=

co.

(5)

,o

where Q = t0nm/r is the mechanical quality factor, and COn= ~/(k/m) is natural
resonance frequency of the system. Variables with the subscript zero indicate the
peak values of the sinusoidally varying quantity.
Equation (5) illustrates that at frequencies well above resonance, o~>>o)n, the
mass is stationary with respect to an inertial reference frame. The relative
displacement between the case and seismic mass, 8, is transduced by the sensor and
is proportional to the foundation displacement. In this frequency range, the device
is a seismometer and the displacement, 8, is independent of frequency.
The relative displacement, equation (5), can be rearranged as a ratio of the
relative peak displacement to peak acceleration,
d~o =

1

1

t,~.) )

(6)

~e co.

At low frequencies, ~<<(On, the relative displacement, 8, is proportional to the
acceleration, ~, and inversely proportional to the square of the natural frequency.
The product of the square of the resonance frequency and the sensitivity of the
accelerometer is a constant.
The velocimeter or geophone measures the velocity of the foundation and can be
constructed by attaching a coil of wire to the foundation which moves within a
magnetic field created by a permanent magnet seismic mass. The voltage generated
by their relative motion is directly proportional to the velocity.

FIBER

OPTIC

INTERFEROMETRY

An interferometer is a differential device which converts phase changes between
two waves into intensity changes. Fiber optic interferometry is the process of using
optical fiber waveguides and fiber couplers to interferometrically combine two
electromagnetic waves of the same optical frequencies. The intensity signal output
from an interferometer is proportional to the sum of the intensities of each signal
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and twice the product of the electric fields of each wave and the cosine of the phase
difference between each wave. We can express this relationship as
I(t) = A + Bcos(~)

(7)

where d~ is the phase difference between the two waves, A is proportional to the
sum of the two intensities and B is proportional to the twice the product of the
electric field of each wave. In the ideal case when both waves have the same
electric field magnitude, intensity, and polarization, A = B. The two most common
configurations used for acoustic motion sensing are Michelson and Mach-Zehnder,
the Mach-Zehnder is illustrated in figure 2.
While the length of the individual interferometer arms must be the same to within
the coherence length of the interrogation light source in order to produce good
fringe visibility, there are no similar constraints on the transmission lines. Fiber
optic interferometry can exploit existing fiber optic communications technologies to
bring light to the sensor and return the signal to the photodetector without phase
noise contributions from the interrogation fibers.

Laser~
SensorLeg ~
Photof
Complemetary
Leg
\ detector(s)
Splitter
Coupler
Figure 2. An illustration of a Mach-Zehnder fiber optic interferometer.

INTERFEROMETRIC FLEXURAL DISK ACCELEROMETERS
Fiber optic flexural disk accelerometers have been demonstrated by Brown et. al.
(Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The sensors typically have optical fiber coils wound in
pancake coils and attached to the side(s) of flexural disks. The acceleration induced
strain on the surface of the disk is interferometricaUy detected with a Michelson or
Mach-Zehnder. The disks are clamped or supported on a squat cylinder at the outer
circumference of the disk. The flexural disk geometry appears particularly attractive
for hull mounted array applications and has recently received attention by
researchers using interferometry and piezoelectric detection. (See e.g. Ref. 6, 7)

Description and Operation
The fiber optic accelerometer is typically a hollow right circular cylinder whose
circular endplates are flexible and deform for an acceleration of the sensor body. In
one prototype, a single 5 meter flat coil of optical fiber comprising one leg of a
Michelson fiber optic interferometer is epoxied to the inner surface of each endplate
as illustrated in figure 3a (Ref. 1). Multiple layers of optical fiber may be used to
increase the acceleration sensitivity. As the sensor body is accelerated in a direction
normal to the plate surface, the plates deflect resulting in strains on the inside
surface of the two plates that are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign as
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illustrated in figure 3b. The acceleration induced surface strain changes the path
length of the fiber interferometer in a "push-pull" manner. The interferometer
converts this path length (phase) modulation into an intensity modulation at the fiber
coupler. If the accelerometer is subjected to a uniform pressure field, the plates will
both deflect inward and in phase causing each leg of the interferometer to
experience the same strain (figure 3c). Since the interferometer is a differential
device, an omnidirectional pressure will not produce a net signal.

FIGURE

3a. Illustration of a Michelson Interferometer.
3b. Illustration of the acceleration induced deflection.
3c. Illustration of the pressure induced deflection.

Flexural disk accelerometers have been fabricated with a cylindrical solid
mass (or "spindle") that rigidly connects the two endplates at the inside centers
further reducing the pressure induced deflection. The (removable) spindle insures
that the plates move in unison and provides added dynamic mass which increases
the accelerometer sensitivity. The spindle may be designed to increase (or decrease)
the sensitivity and decrease (or increases) the resonance frequency depending on the
choice of materials and height to diameter aspect ratio. These tradeoffs have been
addressed in previous studies (Ref. 4, 5).

Measured Sensitivity
A flexural disk accelerometer reported in the literature (Ref. 1) had a measured
acceleration sensitivity of Aqb/Aa = 5.0 radians/ms -2 below the observed resonance
frequency of 2.45 kHz. This sensitivity of 50 radians/g corresponds to a minimum
detectable signal of 20 nano-gHHz for a system demodulation noise floor of 1
micro-radian/,/Hz. The sensitivity versus frequency of this device is presented in
figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. Fiber optic flex disk accelerometer frequency response.

Theoretical Sensitivity
The optical sensitivity is proportional to the acceleration induced strain in the
disk. In a Michelson interferometer the sensor path length is ¢ = 2k n L, where k =
2rd~ is the wavenumber in vacuum, n is the index of refraction, L is the length of
one interferometer leg, and the extra factor of two is due to the light traversing twice
through the fiber. The acceleration sensitivity is
Ad~ _ 4re n A L + 4 r c L An
Aa
~, Aa
~, Aa

(8)

and can be approximated by noting that the second term in equation 7 is
approximately -22% of the first term,
A__~= (0.78) 4kn AL
ha
Aa

(9)

The additional factor of two in equation 9 arises from using both legs as sensor legs
in a push-pull fashion. The normalized sensitivity, Mn, (or fractional phase
change) is obtained by dividing equation 9 by ~, the optical path length for one fiber
leg in the Michelson configuration, and is simply twice the effective acceleration
induced strain in one of the interferometer legs (Ref. 1, 8):

Mn_ ;1 3(I)_
a, -E2 3L_

-3(1-~2)p (aZ_b 2)
(10)
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where 6 is the Poisson's ratio, E is the Young's modulus, a is the disk diameter, b
is the radius of the smallest circular loop of fiber, and t is the disk thickness.
Equation 10 was obtained by integrating the strain and fiber length product over the
surface of the disk. The resonance frequency of the unloaded disk is
2

focl= A-t a /
E
,
2/ta,~V 12(1-02)p

(11)

where A is the eigenvalue for the Bessel function solution to the equation of motion
for transverse vibrations of a circular plate and p is the density. For a clamped plate
free at the center A 2 = 10.2. For a simply supported plate free at the center with 6
= .33, A 2 = 5.0. If the sensor is operated at a frequency above its resonance
frequency its output will be proportional to displacement. If the sensor is operated
at a frequency below its resonance frequency its output will be proportional to
acceleration.

Fiber Optic Centrally Supported Flexural Disks
The flexural disk can be mounted at its center while allowing its circular
boundary free to vibrate as illustrated in figure 5 (Ref. 3). This can produce a
higher sensitivity due to the geometry of the fiber coils. In a pancake coil, most of
the fiber is located at the outer radius.

-

-

I .........
FIGURE 5. Centrally supported flexural disk accelerometer(s) (After Ref. 3).

INTERFEROMETRIC MANDREL SENSORS
The most sensitive compliant mandrel device(s) reported in the literature (Ref. 9,
10) consist of a seismic mass sandwiched between a pair of rubber mandrels that
are wrapped separately with the optical fiber legs of a Michelson interferometer in a
push-pull fashion as depicted in figure 6. The sensitivity of the device can be made
to be only weakly dependent on the dynamical mechanical properties of the rubber
mandrels since the stiffness of the fiber-wrapped mandrel is much greater than the
rubber mandrels alone. In practice, devices have been fabricated in which 98% of
the stiffness is due to the optical fiber. Therefore, most of the energy does work on
the fiber as opposed to stretching the mandrel.
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Threaded inner case
ends allow
pre-loading
of the fiber wrapped
mandrels.
Optical fiber of each
interferometer leg is
wrapped on each Rubber
mandrel.
Bi-directional coupler
located within seismic
mass.
Aluminum end
caps bonded to
rubber mandrels.

FIGURE 6. Illustration of a fiber optic push-pull mandrel seismometer.
The function of the mandrels is to transform relative longitudinal motion between
the case and mass into strain in the fiber. When operated in the seismometer limit,
co << con, the mass remains stationary and the foundation moves. This forces one
mandrel to shorten and the other to lengthen. A change in height of the cylinder
induces a change in circumference of the mandrels. The optical fiber is initially
wrapped around the mandrel under tension and will respond to both increases and
decreases in mandrel circumference.
The sensitivity of this sensor to transverse motion is proportional to the
difference in mechanical properties of the two mandrels. It may be difficult to
reduce cross axis sensitivity beyond -30dB relative to the main axes sensitivity.
The resonance frequency of the seismometer is (after Gardner)

fn

_14
(12)

where
Kfn
N~D

(13)

and K m is the mandrel stiffness, M is the seismic mass, Kfn is the stiffness of one
unit length of optical fiber (the stiffness-length product), D is the fiber diameter, Kf
is the effective fiber stiffness, N n D is the total fiber length, N is the number of
circumferential wraps of fiber, and h is the height of the mandrel.
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Theoretical Optical Sensitivity
The theoretical optical phase shift as a function of change in mandrel height is

_ (0.78) rt2 NDn
5h

Xo h

(14)

The total phase shift is a factor of four higher than that expressed in equation 14 for
a Michelson interferometer with a push-pull configuration.

Measurements
The rubber mandrels used in the experiments (Ref. 9) were cast from Eccosil TM
2CN having a Young's modulus of 3.2 x 105 dynes/cm2 or EccosilTM 5019 having
an effective Young's modulus of 6.7 x 107 dynes/cm 2. Several sensors were
constructed and evaluated. The measured optical sensitivity data for the device
through resonance is presented in Figure 7. The seismometer when operated below
resonance performs as an accelerometer. Figure 8 is a plot of the sensor sensitivity
vs frequency when operated as an accelerometer and figure 9 is a plot of the sensor
sensitivity vs frequency when operated above resonance and used as an
accelerometer. It should be noted that Gardener's original predicted sensitivity as
reported (Ref. 8, 9) has been reduced by 0.22% in figures 8 and 9 by including the
0.78 photoelastic factor in equation 14. We note that agreement of data and theory
is better than was originally indicated by Gardner.
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FIGURE 7. Sensitivity through resonance of a mandrel sensor (After Gardner).
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FIGURE 8. Sensitivity of three prototype mandrel sensors operating below resonance in
the accelerometer mode (After Gardner).
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FIGURE 9. Optical sensitivity of three prototype sensors operating above resonance in
the seismometer limit (After Gardner).

Multiaxis Fiber Optic Mandrel Seismometers
Concepts for multiaxis rubber mandrel based fiber optic seismometers using a
single seismic mass have been documented (after Gardner and Garrett Ref. 11). An
illustration of a two-axis accelerometer is depicted in figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. Diagram of a compact two-axis seismic sensor.

FLUID

FILLED

ACCELEROMETERS

An interferometric accelerometer can be configured to detect strains that are
produced in a pair of liquid-filled thin mandrels wrapped with optical fibers. If the
case is accelerated, a pressure difference develops inside the case according to
equation (1) which causes a differential strain in the two mandrels. The optical
fiber which is attached to the mandrels undergoes an optical path length difference
which is detected interferometrically. Devices of this type have been successfully
demonstrated with Michelson Interferometry by many groups (see for example
Layton et al. Ref. 12 and Davis et al. Ref. 13).

FIGURE 11. An illustration of a fluid-filled accelerometer in which the fiber is
attached to the case and in which the fiber is in the fluid.
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FIBER OPTIC INTERFEROMETRIC ACCELEROMETER
COMPARISON
It is often difficult to make fair and/or comprehensive comparisons between
sensors of different designs, however, figures-of-merit are useful to form a
quantitative and comparative assessment of performance or utility. A list of criteria
that are important in designing and comparing acoustic motion sensors and sensor
systems is listed in Table 1. Three accelerometers are compared in this section.
These include the rubber mandrel accelerometer, (after Gardner and Garrett) the
flexural disk accelerometer (after Brown, Hofler, and Garrett) and the liquid-filled
accelerometer (after Layton et al.). The three fiber interferometric sensors
compared in this paper were designed as acoustic motion sensor or pressure
gradient sensors. Other fiber optic interferometric accelerometers have been
developed (for example Ref. 14, 15, 16) but an all-inclusive comparison is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Table 1. List of design criteria for fiber optic acoustic motion sensors.

1.
4.
7.
10.
13,

Sensitivity
Bandwidth
Dynamic Range
Maintainability
Practicality

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.

Mass
IntrinsicNoise
Size
Robustness
Compatibility

3.
6.
9.
12.
15.

Cost
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Reliability
Directionality
Pressure Dependence

The sensitivity, seismic mass, and resonance frequency of three accelerometers
are listed in the first three lines of Table 2. The sensitivity in each accelerometer
design is proportional to the seismic mass, fiber length, compliance of the
transducer, and inversely to interrogation wavelength. The rubber mandrel design
has the highest reported sensitivity of 10,000 radians/g, the flexural disk version
has a sensitivity of 50 radians/g. This is not surprising when considering their
respective seismic masses which are listed in line 3 of Table 2. Since the seismic
mass is directly proportional to acceleration sensitivity, the figure-of-merit of
sensitivity per unit seismic mass is listed. Line 5 in Table 2 is obtained by dividing
the sensitivity A~/(~ by ~ (the path length in radians of one leg of the interferometer)
and by m, the seismic mass, resulting in the fractional radian output per unit force
A~/~F (where F = m~x). The rubber mandrel design has a higher figure-of-merit
(normalized force sensitivity) of 11 x 10-6 compared to 5.9 x 10-6 for the flex disk
design.
Line 6 in Table 2 is obtained by multiplying the sensitivity by the resonance
frequency squared. Since accelerometers operate below the fundamental resonance
frequency, the resonance frequency defines the usable bandwidth of the
accelerometer. Knowing that the resonance frequency is proportional to the square
of the stiffness to mass ratio and that the sensitivity, M, is directly proportional to
the inverse of the stiffness to mass ratio, it is useful to compare accelerometer
designs on the basis of the figure-of-merit consisting of the product of the
sensitivity and the resonance frequency squared. This comparison factors out the
mass and the stiffness between designs and can be interpreted as a weighted gainbandwidth product. The Fluid-filled design has the highest value at 108 x 10+6.
Since the sensitivity is proportional to the length of sensing fiber attached to the
transducer, the Mf 2 parameter is normalized by fiber length on line 6 of Table 2.
The rubber mandrel has the highest value at 7.9 x 10+6, compared to 6.1 x 10+6
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for the flex disk and 2.9 x 10+6 for the fluid-filled design. Normalizing by the
length of the sensing fiber is complicated by the fact that the optical fiber can change
the stiffness (and mass) of the sensor and consequently the sensitivity and
resonance frequency of the mechanical transducer. The three sensor designs were
tested in push-pull, Michelson interferometric configurations operating at -830 nm.
Therefore, dividing by the sensor fiber length is equivalent to dividing by the
optical path length (¢=knL).
From the above comparison, the fiber mandrel offers the most efficient
transduction mechanism although the flex disk and Litton accelerometer designs are
not far off and may offer certain advantages depending on the particular application.
The geometry of the flexural disk sensor is most suited for a planar hull mounted
array applications where thickness in the direction of maximum sensitivity is sought
to be minimized.
Table 2. Comparison of push-pull interferometric accelerometers.

Parameter
1. AcceL Sensitivity
2. Mass
31 Fiber Length
4. Resonance Freq
5. Normalized Sens.
6. Sens. x BW2
7. Sens. x BW2/L

Sym.
M
m
L
fo
A¢/¢AF
Mf2
Mf2/L

Units
Mandrel
rad/~ .............. 10,000
KS
0.575
m
7.4
Hz
240
1/N
11x 10-6
1/m
59 x 10+6
1/m 2
7.9 x 10+6

Disk
50
0.0097
5
2450
5.9 x 10-6
31 x 10+6
6.1 x 10+6

Fluid filled
630
-.025
37.5
1300
3.1x 10-6
108 x 10+6
2.9 x 10+6

CONCLUSIONS
Fiber optic interferometric accelerometers have been demonstrated in a number of
transducer configurations including fiber wrapped rubber mandrels, flexural disks,
and fluid filled devices. Flexural disk acoustic motion sensors appear to be the
most attractive for hullmounted applications because their geometry is consisted
with planar requirements. Center supported flexural disks show promise to
increase sensitivity while maintaining a planar geometry.
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